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“Fitting yourself in won’t make the real you, for being extraordinary and magical are the ones who do”.

Have you ever treated yourself as a mysterious creature who could step into another universe at a glimpse of a normal being? or have you felt being that “weird” kindred in your family or “unique” companion in your friends just by following your desire? Well, in this world we’re living, being unique and one-of-kind is not going to bring you in a downturn. Do you won’t to find out some who really are special? If yes, open the storybook full of clues and mysteries, and escape into the world with no boundaries!

From the Minotaur in Greek Mythology, up to the monster in a child’s made-up story, what else do you find so unusual to look at? Nowadays, people who are fond of keeping pets are starting to be bored of having a simple one. So that is why they search in places for animals that are adorable, nice and most of all, different that every normal pet in the world. Here are some unusual pets that became popular across the globe.

First of all, we have the adorable sugar gliders, These are pets that can glide through the air, and also have amiable social skills. Next in line, we have those who are cross-bred or genetically mutated. This includes Wendy the whippet who is huge, very large or very tiny dogs, cats, mice, hamsters, and a two-headed snake and the same with a turtle. Lastly, we have wild animals like monkeys and tigers who are trained to behave well.
Yet, despite all of these, there are pros and cons that should be considered. Pets that are different could bring us joy, excitement, love, care and ease. We can treat them as a friend in home whenever we are struck by loneliness.

Still, even though they bring us the care we want, may could make a huge change that is not that good. Vulnerable or even endangered species cost thousands of dollars. Also, just like the lion in someone’s house. They could go out of control and that could hurt you. In addition, having a pet is one of the responsibilities with an assigned task that should be done.

Indeed, we should really take note of every fact before we’d make a decision. You could keep a pet as long as it could do good to you and you, yourself, can do well to it. Also, having one that is so unusual is really a game-changer. If you ever want or feel down about having an unusual pet, just remember this: “If you are so unique or even more, you have in your heart a feisty core. Indeed, a magical crown in your head you wore, inheriting the title as the heir of the mystic love”.
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